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Welcome to our website and thank you for your interest in our company. We take the
protection of your personal data very seriously. We process your data in accordance with the
applicable legal provisions for the protection of personal data, in particular the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the local laws applicable to us. With the help of this
data protection declaration, we inform you comprehensively about the processing of your
personal data by the company Murrelektronik GmbH, Concorde Business Park D2/11, A-2320
Schwechat and the rights to which you are entitled.
This data protection declaration applies to all of our company's websites that can be accessed
under our domains (https://www.murrelektronik.ro, https://shop.murrelektronik.at/en) as
well as to our fan pages in the social networks (Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Instagram). If you
switch to websites of other operators within the scope of our offer, their own data protection
provisions apply in each case, for the content of which the respective operators of these
websites are responsible.
If separate or additional conditions apply to individual services or if we ask you for your
consent, we will inform you separately before you use the respective service (e.g. for the
newsletter subscription or the purchase in our online shop).
We also take a wide range of security measures to protect your personal data. For example, the
transmission between your web browser and our servers is always encrypted; in addition, we
maintain a large number of technical and organizational measures to protect your data at all
times.
Personal data is information that makes it possible to identify a natural person. This includes in
particular: name, date of birth, address, telephone number, e-mail address but also your IP
address.
Anonymous data exists when no personal reference to the user can be established.

Responsible according to Art. 4 No. 7 GDPR and contact details of the data protection
officer
Murrelektronik GmbH
Concorde Business Park D2/11
A-2320 Schwechat
Tel: +43 1 706 45 25-0
Fax: +43 1 706 45 25-300
E-Mail: mail@murrelektronik.at
Contact of the data protection officer: info@murrelektronik.at
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Your rights as a data subject
First of all, we would like to inform you about your rights as a data subject, Art. 15 – 22 GDPR.
This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The right to information (Art. 15 GDPR),
The right to erasure (Art. 17 GDPR),
The right to rectification (Art. 16 GDPR),
The right to data portability (Art. 20 GDPR),
The right to restriction of data processing (Art. 18 GDPR),
The right to object to data processing (Art. 21 GDPR).
The right to withdraw consent (Art. 7 (3) GDPR).

Contact details
To exercise these rights, please contact: info@murrelektronik.at. The same applies if you have
questions about data processing in our company. Likewise, please direct the revocation of your
consent, stating which declaration of consent you wish to revoke, to the contact details above.
You also have the right to lodge a complaint with a data protection supervisory authority.

Rights of objection
Please note the following in connection with rights of objection:
If we process your personal data for the purpose of direct advertising, you have the right to
object to this data processing at any time without giving reasons. This also applies to profiling
insofar as it is related to direct advertising.
If you object to processing for direct marketing purposes, we will no longer process your
personal data for these purposes. The objection is free of charge and can be made form-free, if
possible to: info@murrelektronik.at
If we process your data to protect legitimate interests, you may object to this processing at any
time on grounds relating to your particular situation; this also applies to profiling based on
these provisions.
We will then no longer process your personal data unless we can demonstrate compelling
legitimate grounds for the processing which override your interests, rights and freedoms, or
the processing is for the assertion, exercise or defense of legal claims.

Right of withdrawal
If you have allowed us to process your personal data by giving your consent, you have a right of
revocation with effect for the future pursuant to Art. 7 (3) GDPR.
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Purposes and legal bases of data processing
When processing your personal data, we comply with the provisions of the GDPR and all other
applicable data protection laws and regulations. Legal bases for data processing result from
Art. 6 GDPR.
We use your data to initiate business, to fulfil contractual and legal obligations, to implement
the contractual relationship, to offer products and services and to strengthen the customer
relationship, which may also include analyses for marketing purposes and direct advertising.
Your consent also constitutes a permission requirement under data protection law. Here we
will inform you about the purposes of the data processing and about your right of revocation.
If the consent also refers to the processing of special categories of personal data, we will
explicitly point this out to you in the consent.
Processing of special categories of personal data within the meaning of Art. 9 (1) GDPR only
takes place if this is required by legal provisions and there is no reason to assume that your
legitimate interest in the exclusion of the processing outweighs this.

Data transfer to third parties
We will only pass on your data to third parties within the framework of the statutory
provisions, with the corresponding consent, or if there is an overriding legitimate interest on
our part. Otherwise, we will not disclose your data to third parties unless we are obliged to do
so by mandatory legal provisions (disclosure to external bodies, such as supervisory authorities
or law enforcement agencies).

Recipients of the data / categories of recipients
Within our company, we ensure that only those persons receive your data who need them to
fulfil their tasks.
In many cases, service providers support our specialist departments in the fulfilment of their
tasks. The necessary data protection contracts have been concluded with all service providers.

Third country transfer
We transfer your personal data to service providers or group companies outside the European
Economic Area: Switzerland, USA, Canada, Brazil, Turkey, India, China, South Korea and
Singapore.
Data is only transferred to third countries (outside the European Union or the European
Economic Area) if this is necessary for the performance of a contractual relationship, is
required by law or you have given us your consent.
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Compliance with the level of data protection is ensured by a recognized level of data protection
and EU standard contractual clauses.

Storage period of the data
We store your data as long as it is needed for the respective processing purpose. Please note
that numerous retention periods require that data must continue to be stored. This applies in
particular to statutory retention obligations (e.g. from the German Commercial Code or the
German Fiscal Code, etc.). If there are no further storage obligations, the data will be deleted
once the purpose has been achieved.
In addition, we may retain data if you have given us permission to do so or if there is a legal
dispute and we use evidence under statutory limitation periods, which can be up to thirty
years; the regular limitation period is three years.
Storage beyond the achievement of the purpose also takes place if another exception pursuant
to Art. 17 (3) GDPR applies.

Secure transfer of your data
In order to protect the data stored with us in the best possible way against accidental or
intentional manipulation, loss, destruction or access by unauthorized persons, we use
appropriate technical and organizational security measures. The security levels are
continuously reviewed in cooperation with security experts and adapted to new security
standards.
The data exchange from and to our website is encrypted. We offer HTTPS as the transmission
protocol for our website, in each case using the current encryption protocols. In addition, we
offer our users content encryption for contact forms and applications. The decryption of this
data is only possible for us. (There is also the option of using alternative communication
channels (e.g. the postal service).

Provision of the data
Various personal data are necessary for the establishment, implementation and termination of
the contractual relationship and the fulfilment of the associated contractual and legal
obligations. The same applies to the use of our website and the various functions it provides.
We have summarized the details for you in the point above. In certain cases, data must also be
collected or made available due to legal requirements. Please note that it is not possible to
process your enquiry or implement the underlying contractual relationship without providing
this data.
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Categories, sources and origin of data
Which data we process is determined by the respective context: this depends on whether, for
example, you place an order online or enter an enquiry in our contact form, whether you send
us an application or submit a complaint.
Please note that we may also provide information for special processing situations separately
in a suitable place, e.g. when uploading application documents or in the case of a contact
request.
When you visit our website, we collect and process the following data:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information about the website from which you are visiting us
Web browser and operating system used
The IP address assigned by your Internet Service Provider.
Files requested, amount of data transferred, downloads/file export
Information about the web pages you visit on our site including date and time
For reasons of technical security (to defend against attempted attacks on our web
server), this data is stored in accordance with Art. 6 (1) lit. f GDPR. After 7 days at the
latest, anonymization takes place by shortening the IP address so that no further
reference to the user can be made.

Contact form / contact by e-mail (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) and c) GDPR)
There are contact forms on our website that can be used for electronic contact. If you write to
us via one of these contact forms, we will process the data you provide in the respective
contact form to contact you and answer your questions and requests.
The principle of data economy and data avoidance is observed in that you only have to provide
the data that we absolutely need to contact you. Please refer to the following list to see which
data is collected and processed for which contact form. In addition, your IP address is processed
due to technical necessity and for legal protection. All other data are voluntary fields and can
be provided optionally (e.g. to answer your questions individually).
If you contact us by e-mail, we will process the personal data provided in the e-mail solely for
the purpose of processing your enquiry. If you do not use the forms offered for contacting us,
no further data collection will take place.
We collect and process the following data within the scope of a contact enquiry:
•
•
•
•
•

Salutation
First name (depending on the query, a mandatory field for a personalized address)
Last name (depending on the query, a mandatory field for a personalized address)
E-mail (mandatory field to enable a contact request)
Company (depending on the query, a mandatory field for the assignment to your
contact person)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Country (depending on the query, a mandatory field for the assignment to your branch)
Postcode (depending on the query, a mandatory field for the assignment to your
contact person)
City (Depending on the query, a mandatory field for the assignment to your contact
person)
Telephone number (mandatory field if contact by telephone is required, e.g. for supplier
applications)
Problem description
Request (depending on the query, a mandatory field in order to be able to process the
request)
Legal form
Street (mandatory field if postal contact is required, e.g. for supplier applications)
Contact
Department
Year of foundation
Turnover in the previous year
Number of employees
Reference customers
Subsidiary
Production sites
Certification
Product range
Type of production
Delivery and data exchange

We process the following data as part of the ordering process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-mail address
Salutation
First name
Last name
Department (optional)
Company
VAT ID
Delivery address (street, house number, postcode, city, country)
Billing address (street, house number, postcode, city, country)
Telephone (optional)
Fax (optional)

In the context of setting up a customer account, we process the following data
•
•
•

Customer number (optional)
E-mail address
Password
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Salutation
First name
Last name
Department (optional)
Company
VAT ID
Address (street, house number, postcode, city, country)
E-mail address of invoice recipient (optional)
Telephone (optional)
Fax (optional)

Newsletter (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a GDPR)
You can subscribe to a free newsletter on our website. The e-mail address provided during the
newsletter registration, the name of the company (if provided), your country (if provided), as
well as your first and last name (if provided) and your gender (salutation) (if provided) will be
used for sending the personalized newsletter.
The principle of data economy and data avoidance is observed, as only the e-mail address (or
name in the case of personalized newsletters) is marked as a mandatory field. For technical
necessity and for legal protection, your IP address is also processed when you order the
newsletter.
To confirm your email address and your consent, you will receive a separate email after
submitting the registration form (confirmation email). We will only register your consent once
you have confirmed the activation link contained in this email. Otherwise, your data provided
via the registration form will be deleted after a further short reminder after one week and after
a further 2 weeks. By confirming your registration under this activation link, you consent to us,
as the owner of this e-mail address, sending you the free newsletter with information about
the company and our own services and products.
You can of course unsubscribe at any time using the unsubscribe option provided in the
newsletter (by clicking on the unsubscribe link) and thus revoke your consent. Furthermore,
you can unsubscribe from the newsletter at any time directly via our website, by sending a
written message to Murrelektronik GmbH, Concorde Business Park D2/11, A-2320 Schwechat
or by e-mail to info@murrelektronik.at.
If you withdraw your consent, we will remove your email from the newsletter distribution list
so that the newsletter is no longer sent to you and delete the usage data collected about you.
The data records proving the double opt-in procedure, as well as the revocation of your
consent, will then be stored for another 6 years in accordance with Art. 17 Para. 3 lit. b), e)
GDPR. During this time, however, your personal data will be blocked against further processing
We use Pardot to send our newsletter. Your data will therefore be transmitted to Pardot LLC. In
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doing so, Pardot LLC is prohibited from using your data for purposes other than sending the
newsletter. Pardot LLC is not permitted to pass on or sell your data.
Newsletter usage analysis
Our newsletter contains tracking pixels. A tracking pixel is an invisible graphic in HTML emails
with the purpose of enabling a log file recording when the email is opened as well as a
recording of the links activated from the newsletter with subsequent analysis. This enables us
to evaluate the success of our newsletter campaigns by means of statistical evaluations and to
optimize our newsletter, for example, in order to present you with topics and offers that are
better suited to your interests.
The personal data collected in this way will be processed by our service provider mentioned
below.
If you do not agree to this, you can unsubscribe from the newsletter at any time via this link:
https://go.murrelektronik.com/dezabonare_de_la_newsletter-ul_Murrelektronik
Recipient of the data: Pardot LLC, 950 E. Paces Ferry Rd. Suite 3300 Atlanta, GA 30326, USA

Web shop (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b GDPR)
1. We process the data you provide in the order form only for the purpose of
implementing or processing the contractual relationship, unless you consent to further
use.
The principle of data economy and data avoidance is observed in that you only have to
provide us with the data that we absolutely need to execute the contract or to fulfil our
contractual obligations (i.e. your name, address, e-mail address, delivery address) or
which we are legally obliged to collect.
In addition, your IP address is processed due to technical necessity and for legal
protection. Without this data, we will unfortunately have to refuse to conclude the
contract, as we will then not be able to do so or may have to terminate an existing
contract. Of course, you can also provide more data if you wish.
2. To process your order, we work together with the service provider(s) listed below, who
support us in whole or in part in the execution of concluded contracts. Certain personal
data is transmitted to these service providers in accordance with the following
information.
The personal data collected by us will be passed on to the transport company
commissioned with the delivery as part of the contract processing, insofar as this is
necessary for the delivery of the goods. We pass on your payment data to the
commissioned credit institution within the scope of payment processing, insofar as this
is necessary for payment processing. If payment service providers are used, we will
inform you explicitly about this below. The legal basis for the transfer of data is Art. 6
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Para. 1 lit. b GDPR.
3. To fulfil our contractual obligations to our customers, we work together with external
shipping partners. We pass on your name as well as your delivery address and, if
necessary for the delivery, your telephone number to a shipping partner selected by us
exclusively for the purposes of the delivery of goods Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b GDPR.
4. Carrying out creditworthiness checks
- KSV 1870:
If we make advance payments (e.g. delivery on account), we reserve the right to carry
out a credit check on the basis of mathematical-statistical procedures in order to
safeguard our legitimate interest in determining the solvency of our customers. We
transmit the personal data required for a credit assessment to the following service
provider in accordance with Art. 6 Para. 1 lit. f GDPR:
KSV 1870
Wagenseilgasse 12
A-1120 Wien
The credit report may contain probability values (so-called score values). Insofar as
score values are included in the result of the credit report, they have their basis in a
scientifically recognized mathematical-statistical procedure. The calculation of the
score values includes, but is not limited to, address data. We use the result of the credit
assessment with regard to the statistical probability of non-payment for the purpose of
deciding on the establishment, implementation or termination of a contractual
relationship. You can object to this processing of your data at any time by sending a
message to us or to the credit agency. However, we may still be entitled to process your
personal data if this is necessary for the contractual processing of payments.

Registration / customer account (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a, b GDPR)
On our website, we offer users the opportunity to register by providing personal data. The
advantage of this is that you can view your order history and the data you provide for the order
form is saved. This means that you do not have to re-enter this information when placing a
new order.
The principle of data economy and data avoidance is observed, as only the data required for
registration is marked with an asterisk (*). These are, for example, the e-mail address and
password including password repetition.
For the order in our online shop, we also require information on the billing address (company,
address) for delivery. If the delivery address differs from the invoice address, the above
information for the delivery address must also be provided.
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By registering on our website, the user's IP address, the date and time of registration are also
stored (technical background data). By clicking the "Register now" button, you consent to the
processing of your data.
Please note: The password you enter is stored in encrypted form. Employees of our company
cannot read this password. They can therefore not give you any information if you have
forgotten your password.
In this case, please use the "Forgotten password" function, which will send you an
automatically generated new password by e-mail. No member of staff is authorized to request
your password from you by telephone or in writing. Therefore, please never give your password
if you receive such requests.
Upon completion of the registration process, your data is stored for the use of the protected
customer area. As soon as you log on to our website with your e-mail address as your
username and password, this data is made available for actions you carry out on our website
(e.g. for orders in our online shop). Completed online orders can be traced in the order history.
You can enter changes to the billing or delivery address here.
Registered persons are free to make changes / corrections to the billing or delivery address in
the order history themselves. Our customer service will also be happy to make changes /
corrections if you contact them. Of course, you can also cancel or delete your registration or
customer account. To do so, please contact: shop@murrelektronik.at.

Payment systems (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a, b GDPR)
You can pay by invoice in our online shop. For this purpose, the payment-relevant data is
collected to be able to process your order and payment. In addition, your IP address is
processed due to technical necessity and for legal protection.
The principle of data economy and data avoidance is observed. You only have to provide us
with the data that we absolutely need to carry out the payment processing and thus process
the contract or that we are legally obliged to collect.
Without this data, we will unfortunately have to refuse to conclude the contract, as we will
then not be able to do so.
The payment system we use uses SSL encryption to protect the transmission of your data.

Advertising purposes for existing customers (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a GDPR)
Murrelektronik GmbH is interested in maintaining the customer relationship with you and in
sending you information and offers about our products / services / offers. If you give us your
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consent to do so, we will process your data to send you corresponding information and offers
by e-mail.
Of course, you can revoke your consent to the processing of your data for advertising purposes
at any time in the future.
The revocation can be made free of charge and without any formalities without stating any
reasons and should be sent, if possible, by e-mail to: info@murrelektronik.at or by post to
Murrelektronik GmbH, Concorde Business Park D2/11, A-2320 Schwechat.
We will also be happy to send you information and offers by post. If you do not wish this, you
can object to the use of your personal data for the purpose of direct marketing at any time. If
you object, we will no longer process your data for this purpose. The objection can also be
made free of charge and without any formalities without giving any reasons and should
preferably be sent by e-mail to: info@murrelektronik.at or by post to Murrelektronik GmbH,
Concorde Business Park D2/11, A-2320 Schwechat.

Live Chat System
On our website, we offer you the option of entering a live chat with us. We use the service
provider Salesforce for this.
The data processing is carried out here because it is necessary for the execution of the
contract/contract initiation, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR, or we have a legitimate interest in this,
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. Our legitimate interest lies in the effective and direct support of our
customers and interested parties. The data we collect includes: Chat history, IP address at the
time of the chat and country of origin as well as all data that you disclose to us during the chat.
If you do not disclose any personal details (e.g. real name, email address, telephone number,
etc.) in the chat, we cannot draw any conclusions about your person. Only our employees have
access to the data if they need it for the fulfilment of their tasks. We will not pass on this data
to third parties and will only use it to answer your specific enquiry and anonymously for
internal statistics. The data will be deleted or anonymized after the end of the specific process.
By using the chat, you automatically use the services of Salesforce. For the purpose and scope
of the data collection and the further processing and use of the data by Salesforce, as well as
your rights in this regard and setting options for protecting your privacy, please refer to the
privacy policy of Salesforce at https://www.salesforce.com/de/company/privacy/.
Recipient: Salesforce.com Germany GmbH, Erika-Mann-Str. 31, 80636 München, Deutschland

Automated individual case decisions
We do not use purely automated processing to reach a decision.
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Cookies (Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f and lit. c) in conjunction with Art. 32 GDPR)
Our internet pages use so-called cookies in several places. They serve to make our offer more
user-friendly, effective and secure. Cookies are small text files that are stored on your
computer and saved by your browser (locally on your hard drive).
These cookies allow us to analyze how users use our websites. This allows us to design the
website content according to the visitors' needs. In addition, the cookies enable us to measure
the effectiveness of a particular advertisement and to place it, for example, depending on the
thematic interests of the user.
Most of the cookies we use are so-called "session cookies". These are automatically deleted
after your visit. Permanent cookies are automatically deleted from your computer when their
validity period (usually six months) is reached or you delete them yourself before the validity
period expires.
Most web browsers automatically accept cookies. However, you can usually change the
settings of your browser if you prefer not to send the information. You can then still use the
offers on our website without restrictions (exception: configurators).
We use cookies to make our website more user-friendly, effective and secure. In addition, we
use cookies to enable us to analyze how users use our websites. This enables us to design the
content according to visitor needs. In addition, the cookies enable us to measure the
effectiveness of a particular advertisement and to have it placed, for example, depending on
the thematic interests of the user.
Cookies are stored on the user's computer and transmitted to our site by the user. Therefore,
you as a user also have full control over the use of cookies. By changing the settings in your
internet browser, you can deactivate or restrict the transmission of cookies. Furthermore,
cookies that have already been set can be deleted at any time via an internet browser or other
software programs. This is possible in all common internet browsers.
Please note: If you deactivate the setting of cookies, you may not be able to use all the
functions of our website to their full extent.
In our cookie banner we distinguish the following cookies, which you can also select:
Marketing
These technologies are used by advertisers to serve ads that are relevant to your interests.
Statistics
These technologies allow us to analyze the use of the website in order to measure and improve
performance.
Essential
These technologies are required to enable the core functionality of the website.
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User profiles / web tracking procedures
Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. ("Google").
Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer, to help the
website analyze how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your
use of this website is usually transmitted to a Google server in the USA and stored there. In the
event that IP anonymization is activated on this website, however, your IP address will be
truncated beforehand by Google within member states of the European Union or in other
contracting states to the Agreement on the European Economic Area. Only in exceptional cases
will the full IP address be transmitted to a Google server in the USA and shortened there. On
behalf of the operator of this website, Google will use this information for the purpose of
evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on website activity and providing other
services relating to website activity and internet usage to the website operator. The IP address
transmitted by your browser as part of Google Analytics will not be merged with other Google
data. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser,
however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this
website. You can also prevent the collection of data generated by the cookie and related to
your use of the website (including your IP address) by Google and the processing of this data by
Google by downloading and installing the browser plug-in available at the following link
(http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de): For more information on terms of use and
data protection, please visit https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/de.html or
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245?hl=de. We would like to point out that
on this website Google Analytics has been extended by the code "gat._anonymizeIp();" to
ensure anonymized collection of IP addresses (so-called IP masking).
As an alternative to the browser plugin, you can click this link to prevent Google Analytics from
collecting data on this website in the future. This will place an opt-out cookie on your terminal
device. If you delete your cookies, you must click the link again.
Recipient of the data: Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46 para. 2 lit.
c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective legal
protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
IntelliAd (IntelliAd Media GmbH)
This website uses the cross device tracking technology of intelliAd Media GmbH, Sendlinger
Str. 7, 80331 Munich ("intelliAd"). A cross-device token is assigned to your login and this is
stored locally and temporarily in encrypted form in a cookie on your computer. On the basis of
our legitimate interest in the needs-based design and optimization of our website in
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accordance with Art. 6 Para. 1 lit. f GDPR, IP addresses of users are collected, aggregated and
stored in pseudonymized form as well as other pseudonymized usage data. For the same
purpose, usage profiles are created from this data using pseudonyms.
You can permanently object to the setting of cookies for intetlliAd's advertising preferences by
using the opt-out cookie option provided on the page linked below:
https://login.intelliad.de/optout.php
As far as legally required, we have your consent to process your data as described above. We
have obtained your consent in accordance with Art. 6 Para. 1 lit. a GDPR. You can revoke your
consent at any time with effect for the future. In order to exercise your revocation, please
follow the option described above for making an objection.
Facebook Custom Audiences ("Visitor Action Pixel")
This website uses the so-called "Facebook Pixel" of the social network Facebook, which is
operated by Facebook Inc., 1 Hacker Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA, or if you are a resident of
the EU, Facebook Ireland Ltd, 4 Grand Canal Square, Grand Canal Harbour, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Hereby, we try to obtain information to optimize our website and improve the visitor
experience and, if necessary, present you with targeted advertising content via the Facebook
platform. The legal basis is your consent, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR.
The associated data transfer to the USA as a third country without an adequate level of data
protection is based on your consent in accordance with Art. 6 (1) lit a) GDPR in the cookie
banner. Here you have consented as follows:
"We use cookies that are necessary for the operation of the website and to provide you with
services. Additional cookies are only used if you agree to them. These are used for statistical
purposes and to be able to show you individual offers. To find out more, read our privacy policy.
By clicking on "Accept all" you agree to the use of cookies. To adjust your privacy settings, select
the desired checkboxes and click on "Save selection ". Under "select in detail" you can view the
settings and information for each tool. ».
You can allow Facebook and its partners to serve ads on and off Facebook. A cookie may be
stored on your computer for these purposes. We use the Facebook pixel to display the
advertisements placed by us only to users who have also visited our website or have certain
characteristics that we transmit to Facebook. With the help of the Facebook pixel, it is possible
for Facebook to determine our website visitors as the target group for the display of
advertisements.
We collect and process the following data from your use of our service: IP address, time stamp,
views. The data is stored for 7 days after which it is automatically anonymized. After 90 days,
this data is deleted.
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With the help of the Facebook pixel, your behavior can be tracked across several pages after
you have seen or clicked on a Facebook ad. This process is used to evaluate the effectiveness of
Facebook ads for statistical and market research purposes and can help optimize future
advertising measures.
The processing of data by Facebook takes place within the framework of the Facebook data
usage policy: https://www.facebook.com/policy. Specific information on the Facebook Pixel
and how it works can be found here:
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/651294705016616.
LinkedIn Insight Tag
This website uses the analytics and conversion tracking technology of LinkedIn Inc. ("LinkedIn"),
LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company, Wilton Place, Dublin 2, Ireland. LinkedIn's
aforementioned technology can be used to show you more relevant advertising based on your
interests.
We receive aggregated and anonymous reports from LinkedIn of ad activity and information
about how you interact with our site. However, LinkedIn is able to associate your visit to our
site with your LinkedIn user account.
We have no influence on the data that LinkedIn collects through this, nor on the scope of this
data collected by LinkedIn. We also have no knowledge of the content of the data transmitted
to LinkedIn.
Further information on data protection at LinkedIn can be found here:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy#choices-oblig
You can object to the analysis of your usage behavior by LinkedIn as well as the display of
interest-based recommendations ("Opt-Out"); to do so, click on the field "Refuse on LinkedIn"
(for LinkedIn members) or "Refuse" (for other users) at
https://www.linkedin.com/psettings/guest-controls/retargeting-opt-out.
Recipient of the data: LinkedIn Corporation, 1000 W. Maude Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94085 USA
The associated data transfer to the USA as a third country without an adequate level of data
protection is based on your consent in accordance with Art. 6 (1) lit a) GDPR in the cookie
banner. Here you have consented as follows:
"We use cookies that are necessary for the operation of the website and to provide you with
services. Additional cookies are only used if you agree to them. These are used for statistical
purposes and to be able to show you individual offers. To find out more, read our privacy policy.
By clicking on "Accept all" you agree to the use of cookies. To adjust your privacy settings, select
the desired checkboxes and click on "Save selection ". Under "Select in detail" you can view the
settings and information for each tool.
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LinkedIn Ads / LinkedIn Analytics
We use "LinkedIn Ads" on our website, a service of LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company, Wilton
Plaza, Wilton Place, Dublin 2, Ireland (hereinafter referred to as: "LinkedIn"). LinkedIn Ads stores
and processes information about your user behavior on our website. For this purpose, LinkedIn
Ads uses, among other things, cookies, i.e. small text files that are stored locally in the cache of
your web browser on your end device and that enable an analysis of your use of our website.
We use LinkedIn Ads for marketing and optimization purposes, in particular to analyze the use
of our website and to continuously improve individual functions and offers as well as the user
experience. Through the statistical evaluation of user behavior, we can improve our offer and
make it more interesting for you as a user. This is also our legitimate interest in the processing
of the above data by the third-party provider. The legal basis is Art. 6 para. 1 p. 1 lit. a) GDPR.
You can prevent the installation of cookies by deleting existing cookies and deactivating the
storage of cookies in the settings of your web browser. We would like to point out that in this
case you may not be able to use all the functions of our website to their full extent. You can
also prevent the collection of the aforementioned information by LinkedIn by setting an optout cookie on one of the websites linked below:
•
•
•

https://www.linkedin.com/psettings/guest-controls
http://optout.aboutads.info/?c=2#!/
http://www.youronlinechoices.com/de/praferenzmanagement/

Please note that this setting will be deleted when you delete your cookies. You can object to
the collection and forwarding of personal data or prevent the processing of this data by
deactivating the execution of Java Script in your browser. In addition, you can prevent the
execution of Java Script code altogether by installing a Java Script blocker. Please note that in
this case you may not be able to use all the functions of our website to their full extent.
Third-party information: LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company, Wilton Plaza, Wilton Place,
Dublin 2, Ireland. You can find further information on the data protection of the third-party
provider on the following website: https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
Recipient of the data: LinkedIn Corporation, 1000 W. Maude Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94085 USA
The associated data transfer to the USA as a third country without an adequate level of data
protection is based on your consent in accordance with Art. 6 (1) lit a) GDPR in the cookie
banner. Here you have consented as follows:
"We use cookies that are necessary for the operation of the website and to provide you with
services. Additional cookies are only used if you agree to them. These are used for statistical
purposes and to be able to show you individual offers. To find out more, read our privacy policy.
By clicking on "Accept all" you agree to the use of cookies. To adjust your privacy settings, select
the desired checkboxes and click on "Save selection ". Under "select in detail" you can view the
settings and information for each tool.
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YouTube video embedded via iFrame in enhanced privacy mode
We use YouTube, a service from Google, to show you video content. To protect your privacy, we
have activated the extended data protection mode.
YouTube also uses cookies to collect information about visitors to its website. Among other
things, YouTube uses them to collect video statistics, to prevent fraud and to improve userfriendliness. Calling up a video usually also leads to a connection with the Google DoubleClick
network. When you start the video, this could trigger further data processing operations,
especially if you are already logged into YouTube. We have no influence on this.
By pressing the start button on the video, you consent to the transmission of data to Google
LLC:
For more information about data protection at YouTube, please see their privacy policy
(http://www.youtube.com/t/privacy_at_youtube).
Recipient of the data: Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46 para. 2 lit.
c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective legal
protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
Google Tag Manager
This website uses the Google Tag Manager. Through this service, website tags can be managed
via an interface. The Google Tag Manager only implements tags. This means that no cookies
are used and no personal data is collected. The Google Tag Manager triggers other tags, which
in turn may collect data. However, the Google Tag Manager does not access this data. If a
deactivation has been made at domain or cookie level, it remains in place for all tracking tags,
insofar as these are implemented with the Google Tag Manager.
GA Audiences
This website uses GA Audiences, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"), collects and stores data
from which user profiles are created using pseudonyms. Through this technology, users who
have already visited our websites and online services will see targeted advertising from us on
other external sites of the Google Partner Network. For this purpose, a cookie is set on your
computer to analyze user behavior when visiting the website and can then be used for
targeted product recommendations and interest-based advertising. By setting the cookie, no
personal data is stored and processed. If you do not wish to receive interest-based advertising,
you can disable Google's use of cookies for these purposes by following the instructions on
https://www.google.de/settings/ads/onweb#display_optout.
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Recipient of the data: Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46 para. 2 lit.
c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective legal
protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
Double Click
Our website uses the functions of Google Analytics Remarketing in conjunction with the crossdevice functions of Google AdWords and Google DoubleClick. The provider is Google Ireland
Limited, Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland.
This function makes it possible to link the advertising target groups created with Google
Analytics Remarketing with the cross-device functions of Google AdWords and Google
DoubleClick. In this way, interest-based, personalized advertising messages that have been
adapted to you depending on your previous usage and surfing behavior on one end device (e.g.
mobile phone) can also be displayed on another of your end devices (e.g. tablet or PC).
If you have given your consent, Google will link your web and app browsing history to your
Google Account for this purpose. In this way, the same personalized advertising messages can
be displayed on every device on which you log in with your Google account.
To support this feature, Google Analytics collects google-authenticated ID's of users which are
temporarily linked to our Google Analytics data to define and create target groups for crossdevice ad advertising.
You can permanently object to cross-device remarketing/targeting by deactivating
personalized advertising in your Google account; follow this link:
https://www.google.com/settings/ads/onweb/
Further information and the data protection provisions regarding advertising and Google can
be viewed here: http://www.google.com/policies/technologies/ads/
Recipient of the data: Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer to the USA is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46
para. 2 lit. c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010
(2010/87/EU). Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective
legal protection for data subjects are currently in preparation.
Google Ads
Our website uses the 'Google Ads' service, which enables marketers to place ads in the Google
search results lists and also in the Google advertising network. This is done on the basis of predefined keywords, by means of which an ad is only displayed in the hit lists if a keywordrelevant search is carried out.
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The purpose of Google Ads is to promote our website by displaying relevant advertisements on
third party websites, in Google search results lists and by displaying relevant third party
advertisements within our website.
By clicking on a corresponding Google ad that links to our website, Google sets a cookie. The
cookie enables both us and Google to track whether you have accessed our website via an ad
and generated sales.
The data obtained in this way is used by Google to compile statistics (e.g. total number of users
referred via Google Ads, success of our Ads campaign) for our website. Neither we nor other
Google Ads advertisers receive information from Google that could identify you.
However, personal information, such as the websites you visit, is stored by means of the
cookie. Google may pass this data on to third parties.
You can object to interest-based advertising by Google at any time by accessing the following
opt-out link: https://adssettings.google.com/. Recipients of the data: Google LLC, 1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46 para. 2 lit.
c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective legal
protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
Google AdSense
This website uses Google AdSense, an advertising integration service provided by Google Inc.
("Google"). The provider is Google Inc, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043,
USA.
Google AdSense uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer, to help the
website analyze how users use the site. Google AdSense also uses so-called web beacons
(invisible graphics). Through these web beacons, information such as visitor traffic on these
pages can be analyzed.
The information generated by cookies and web beacons about the use of this website
(including your IP address) and the delivery of advertising formats is transmitted to a Google
server in the USA and stored there. This information may be passed on by Google to
contractual partners of Google. However, Google will not merge your IP address with other
data stored by you.
The storage of AdSense cookies is based on Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f GDPR. The website operator has a
legitimate interest in analyzing user behavior in order to optimize both its website and its
advertising.
You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser,
however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this
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website. By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by Google in
the manner and for the purposes set out above.
Google Dynamic Remarketing
On our website, we use the remarketing or "similar target groups" function of Google Inc.
(1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). This function serves
the purpose of analyzing visitor behavior and visitor interests. Google uses cookies to
carry out the analysis of website usage, which forms the basis for the creation of interestbased advertisements. The cookies are used to record visits to the website as well as
anonymized data on the use of the website. No personal data of visitors to the website is
stored. If you subsequently visit another website in the Google Display Network, you will be
shown advertisements that are highly likely to take into account previously accessed product
and information areas.
The purpose of Google Dynamic Remarketing is to target website visitors with advertising by
displaying personalized, interest-based ads to visitors of the provider's website when they visit
other websites in the Google Display Network.
You can permanently deactivate the use of cookies by Google by following the link below and
downloading and installing the plug-in provided there:
https://support.google.com/ads/answer/7395996?hl=de
Or you can deactivate the use of cookies by third-party providers by visiting the deactivation
page of the Network Advertising Initiative at https://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/
and implementing the further information on opting out mentioned there.
You can find more information on Google Remarketing and the associated data protection
statement at: https://www.google.com/privacy/ads/
Recipient of the data: Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
The legal basis for the transfer to the USA is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46
para. 2 lit. c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010
(2010/87/EU). Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective
legal protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
Bing Ads
On our website, data is collected and stored using Bing Ads technologies, from which usage
profiles are created using pseudonyms. This is a service of Microsoft Corporation, One
Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399, USA.
This service allows us to track the activity of users on our website when they have arrived on
our website via ads from Bing Ads. If you arrive on our website via such an ad, a cookie is set on
your computer. A Bing UET tag is integrated on our website. This is a code that, in conjunction
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with the cookie, stores some non-personal information about your use of the website. This
includes, among other things, the length of time spent on the website, which areas of the
website were accessed and via which advertisement the users arrived at the website.
Information about your identity is not collected. The information collected is transferred to
Microsoft servers in the USA and stored there for a maximum of 180 days.
Recipient of the data: Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399,
USA
The legal basis for the transfer is the EU Standard Contract 2010 pursuant to Art. 46 para. 2 lit.
c GDPR in conjunction with the decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data and effective legal
protection for data subjects are currently being prepared.
You can prevent the collection of data generated by the cookie and related to your use of the
website, as well as the processing of this data, by deactivating the setting of cookies. This may
limit the functionality of the website under certain circumstances. In addition, Microsoft may
be able to track your usage behavior across multiple electronic devices through cross-device
tracking, which enables Microsoft to display personalized on or within Microsoft websites and
apps. You can disable this behavior at http://choice.microsoft.com/de-de/opt-out.
For more information about Bing's analytics services, please visit the Bing Ads website
(https://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/de/53056/2).
You can find more information about data protection at Microsoft and Bing in the Microsoft
data protection regulations (https://privacy.microsoft.com/de-de/privacystatement).
You can object to the collection by Bing Ads and use of your data for the display of
advertisements under this link.
Pardot Marketing Automation System
We use the Pardot Marketing Automation System ("Pardot MAS") of Pardot LLC, 950 E. Paces
Ferry Rd. Suite 3300 Atlanta, GA 30326, USA ("Pardot") on our websites. Pardot is a special
software for recording and evaluating the use of a website by website visitors to optimize our
website. Insofar as Pardot LLC processes personal data, the processing is carried out exclusively
on our behalf and in accordance with our instructions. We have ensured Pardot LLC's
compliance with the EU Data Protection Regulation via an individual agreement with Pardot
LLC. When you visit our website, Pardot MAS records your click path and uses it to create an
individual usage profile using a pseudonym. Cookies are used for this purpose, which enable
your browser to be recognized. By agreeing to the use of cookies when using our website for
the first time by confirming the so-called cookie acceptance banner, you also agree to the use
of cookies by Pardot. You can revoke your consent at any time with effect for the future.
Recipient: Pardot LLC, 950 E. Paces Ferry Rd. Suite 3300 Atlanta, GA 30326, USA
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The associated data transfer to the USA as a third country without an adequate level of data
protection is based on your consent in accordance with Art. 6 (1) lit a) GDPR in the cookie
banner. Here you have consented as follows:
"We use cookies that are necessary for the operation of the website and to provide you with
services. Additional cookies are only used if you agree to them. These are used for statistical
purposes and to be able to show you individual offers. To find out more, read our privacy
policy.“
By clicking on "Accept all" you agree to the use of cookies. To adjust your privacy settings, select
the desired checkboxes and click on "Save selection ". Under "Select in detail" you can view the
settings and information for each tool.
Matomo (formerly Piwik) without cookies
On this website, certain user information is collected and stored using the web analytics
software Matomo (www.matomo.org), a service provided by InnoCraft Ltd, 150 Willis St, 6011
Wellington, New Zealand ("Matomo"). Pseudonymized usage profiles can be created and
evaluated from this information.
The information collected using Matomo technology (including your pseudonymized IP
address) is processed on our servers.
This website uses Matomo exclusively without the use of cookies, which means that Matomo
does not set cookies on your terminal device at any time.
If you do not agree to the storage and evaluation of the information from your visit, you can
object to the storage and use for the future at any time by clicking the mouse. In this case, a socalled opt-out cookie will be placed in your browser, with the result that Matomo will not
collect any session data. Please note that if you delete your cookies completely, the opt-out
cookie will also be deleted and may have to be reactivated by you.
Usercentrics Consent Management Platform
We use the consent management service Usercentrics Consent Management Platform on our
website. This is a service provided by Usercentrics GmbH, Sendlinger Str. 7, 80331 Munich.
Via cookies and pixels, which are placed in the browser, the following data is processed: Opt-in
and opt-out data, referrer URL, user agent, user settings, consent ID, time of consent, consent
type, template version, banner language.
The purpose of the data processing is to obtain, manage and document user consent to cookies
and tools used on our website and to inform the user about this.
The legal basis for data processing is Art. 6 (1) lit c) DSGVO.
Recipient: Usercentrics GmbH, Sendlinger Str. 7, 80331 Munich, Germany.
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You can read more information about data protection at Usercentrics GmbH here:
https://usercentrics.com/privacy-policy/

Social Media – Fan pages
a) Facebook
Social network:

facebook.com
We would like to point out that Facebook is merely another of
various options for contacting us or receiving information from us.

Responsible party
with whom the Fan
page is jointly
operated ('platform
operator'):

Facebook Inc.
Menlo Park
CA 512374
USA
Data controller for persons living within the European Union:
Facebook Ireland Ltd.
4 Grand Canal Square
Grand Canal Harbour
Dublin 2
Ireland

In an agreement
pursuant to Art. 26 (1)
of the GDPR, it was
determined between
the joint controllers
who fulfils which
obligation pursuant
to the GDPR

The agreement within the meaning of Article 26 (1) of the GDPR can
be found at the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/page_controller_addendu
m
The platform operator shall make the essential contents of this
agreement available to the data subjects.

Contact details for
data protection:

The contact details for data protection can be found in this data
protection declaration or the data protection officer of the platform
operator can be contacted using the following web form:
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970

Categories of persons
concerned:

Both registered and unregistered visitors to our fan page on the
social network.
We point out to the data subjects that they use Facebook and its
functions on their own responsibility. This applies in particular to
the use of the interactive functions (e.g. sharing, rating).
Data that we process from registered visitors to our fan page:
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Categories of
personal data:

User ID under which you have registered, released profile data (e.g.
name details, profession, addresses, contact details, possibly also
special categories of personal data such as religious affiliation,
health data, etc.), data that arise when sharing content, exchanging
messages and communicating, data that are required as part of
contract processing at the request of registered visitors.), data that
arise when sharing content, exchanging messages and
communicating, data that are required in the context of processing
a contract at the request of registered visitors; otherwise, we only
process pseudonymized data such as statistics and insights into
how people interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and
other content provided via it (page activities, page views, "like"
votes, reach, general demographic, location and interest-related
information on age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of
the success and background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymized data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from non-registered visitors to our fan page:
Pseudonymized data such as statistics and insights into how people
interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and other
content provided via it (page activity, page views, "likes", reach,
general demographic, location and interest-related information on
age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of the success and
background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymized data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data that the platform operator processes about registered and
non-registered visitors to our fan page can be found in the following
link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
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Origin of the data

We receive the data from the data subjects directly or from the
platform operator.
Where the platform operator obtains the data of the data subjects
can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data collection by the platform operator is permissible.

Legal basis of the
data processing

We process the data on the following legal basis:
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subjects
If applicable, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR: Fulfilment of a contract with
the data subject or implementation of pre-contractual measures at
the request of the data subject.
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR legitimate interest
Simplification of communication and data exchange, in the existing
communication channels, such as website, press releases, print
products and events, are usefully supplemented by the fan page.
Promoting sales of our products and services or demand as well as
recruiting young talent through transparent conduct and regular
contributions
Optimization of our fan page
We process special categories of personal data, if at all, only on the
basis of the following legal grounds:
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subject
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. e) GDPR: The data subject has manifestly made the
personal data public
The legal bases on which the platform operator bases the data
processing can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/legal_bases
If the data subjects are tracked by collecting their data, whether
through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or by storing
the IP address, the platform operator will obtain the consent of the
data subjects in advance.
In particular, the platform operator is obliged to inform the data
subjects for what purposes and on what legal basis the initial callup of a fan page also generates entries in the so-called local storage
for non-registered visitors and whether personal data of nonregistered visitors (e.g. IP address or other data that condense into
personal data) are also used to create profiles.
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data processing by the platform operator is permissible.

Purposes of data
processing

The data will be processed for the following purposes:
External presentation and advertising
Communication and data exchange
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Event Management
If necessary, contract initiation and execution
Information on the purposes for which the platform operator
processes the data can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
We have no influence on the purposes for which the platform
operator actually uses the data. We also have no effective means of
control in this respect.
Storage period

The storage and deletion of the data is the duty of the platform
operator according to the agreement within the meaning of Art. 26
(1) GDPR. The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
We have no influence on how the platform operator determines the
regular deletion periods and in what way the data is deleted. We
also have no effective control options in this respect.

Recipient categories

Only our employees and service providers who manage our fan
page and require the data for the above-mentioned purposes have
access to the data we process. If the data subjects post their data
publicly on our fan page, it can be accessed by other registered and
possibly also non-registered visitors.
The categories of recipients to whom the platform operator
discloses the data or enables registered visitors to disclose their
data as well as information on intra-group data exchange can be
found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
We have no influence on the disclosure of data to the individual
recipients (categories) by the platform operator. We also have no
effective control options in this respect.

Data transfers to
third countries

If the data subjects post their data publicly on our fan page, it can
be accessed worldwide by other registered and possibly also nonregistered visitors.
In the context of the operation of our fan page, the data is also
processed by the LinkedIn Corporation. The associated data transfer
to the USA as a third country currently takes place due to technical
necessity of the data partially retrieved in the USA without an
adequate level of data protection.... Please note that due to the
decision of the ECJ on the invalidity of the Privacy Shield, the data
transfer to the USA may take place without an adequate level of
data protection and we are therefore currently working on a
solution. If you nevertheless visit our fan page, we would also like to
expressly point out that your fundamental rights under Articles 7, 8
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and 47 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
(CFR) are currently not adequately taken into account in the USA.
The Platform Operator will transfer and store and otherwise process
the data in the United States, Ireland and any other country in
which the Platform Operator conducts business, regardless of the
residence of the data subjects.
Associated data transfers to third countries are secured by an
adequacy decision of the EU Commission pursuant to Art. 45 of the
GDPR or by appropriate safeguards pursuant to Art. 46 of the GDPR:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
We have no influence on the data transfers made by the platform
operator to third countries. We also have no effective control
options in this respect.
Involved logic and
scope of profiling or
automated individual
decision-making
based on the
collected data

If the data subjects are tracked through the collection of their data,
whether through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or
through the storage of the IP address, the platform operator is
obliged to inform them of this in accordance with the agreement
within the meaning of Art. 26 (1) GDPR. In particular, the platform
operator is obliged to inform the data subjects of the purposes and
legal basis if, after calling up a sub-page within our fan page, a
session cookie and three cookies with lifetimes of between four
months and two years are stored.
The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.

Rights of the data
subjects

The joint controllers must grant the data subjects various rights
with regard to the processing of their data, which they can assert
directly against the platform operator on the basis of the
agreement within the meaning of Article 26 (1) of the GDPR:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
Data subjects have a right to information, correction or deletion of
personal data concerning them or a right to restriction of data
processing by the controller if certain conditions are met in
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accordance with Art. 15 to Art. 18 of the GDPR. Data subjects also
have the right to revoke their consent to the processing of their
personal data at any time with effect for the future (Art. 7(3) GDPR).
They may also object to the further processing of their data, which
is based exclusively on the legitimate interest of the controller
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR (Art. 21 (1) GDPR), insofar as interests
worthy of protection in the exclusion of data processing arise from
their particular personal situation and there are no longer
compelling reasons worthy of protection for the controller to
continue processing the data. Insofar as personal data are processed
for the purpose of direct marketing, data subjects have the right to
object to this processing at any time with effect for the future (Art.
21 (2) GDPR). If the data processing is based on the consent of the
data subject pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (a), Art. 9 (1) (a) of the GDPR or
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR on a contract with the data
subject, and is carried out with the aid of automated processes, the
data subjects may, pursuant to Art. 20 (1) of the GDPR, request to
receive the personal data stored about them in a structured,
common and machine-readable format, or to have it transferred to
a third party designated by the data subject.
In principle, data subjects have the right not to be subject to
automated individual decision-making pursuant to Art. 22(1) GDPR.
If such an automated individual decision is permissible pursuant to
Art. 22(2)(a) to (c) GDPR, data subjects are granted the following
rights pursuant to Art. 22(3) GDPR: right to express one's point of
view, right to object to an individual's intervention by the controller,
right to challenge the automated individual decision (right of
appeal).
Further information on this social network as well as other social
networks and how data subjects can protect their data can also be
found here: https://www.youngdata.de/.
Furthermore, data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with
a supervisory authority if they believe that the processing of their
personal data violates the General Data Protection Regulation, Art.
77 GDPR. The competent supervisory authority for the platform
operator is:
Data Protection Commission
21 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
2D02 RD28, Ireland
Web address: https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Contactus/b/11.htm
Web address: http://gdprandyou.ie/contact-us/
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b) Instagram
Social network:

Instagram
We would like to point out that Instagram is merely another of
various options for contacting us or receiving information from us.

Responsible party
with whom the fan
page is jointly
operated ('platform
operator'):

Facebook Inc.
Menlo Park
CA 512374
USA
Data controller for persons living within the European Union:
Facebook Ireland Ltd.
4 Grand Canal Square
Grand Canal Harbour
Dublin 2
Ireland

Contact details for
data protection:

The contact details for data protection can be found in this data
protection declaration or the data protection officer of the platform
operator can be contacted using the following web form:
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970

Categories of persons
concerned:

Both registered and unregistered visitors to our fan page on the
social network
We point out to the data subjects that they use Instagram and its
functions on their own responsibility. This applies in particular to
the use of the interactive functions (e.g. sharing, rating).

Categories of
personal data:

Data that we process from registered visitors to our fan page:
User ID under which you have registered, released profile data (e.g.
name details, profession, addresses, contact details, possibly also
special categories of personal data such as religious affiliation,
health data, etc.), data that arise when sharing content, exchanging
messages and communicating, data that are required as part of
contract processing at the request of registered visitors.), data that
arise when sharing content, exchanging messages and
communicating, data that are required in the context of processing
a contract at the request of registered visitors; otherwise, we only
process pseudonymized data such as statistics and insights into
how people interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and
other content provided via it (page activities, page views, "like"
votes, reach, general demographic, location and interest-related
information on age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of
the success and background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymized data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
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that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from non-registered visitors to our fan page:
Pseudonymized data such as statistics and insights into how people
interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and other
content provided via it (page activity, page views, "likes", reach,
general demographic, location and interest-related information on
age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of the success and
background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymized data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data that the platform operator processes about registered and
non-registered visitors to our fan page can be found in the following
link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Origin of the data

We receive the data from the data subjects directly or from the
platform operator.
Where the platform operator obtains the data of the data subjects
can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data collection by the platform operator is permissible.

Legal basis of the
data processing

We process the data on the following legal basis:
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subjects
If applicable, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR: Fulfilment of a contract with
the data subject or implementation of pre-contractual measures at
the request of the data subject.
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR legitimate interest
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Simplification of communication and data exchange, in that the
existing communication channels, such as website, press releases,
print products and events, are usefully supplemented by the fan
page.
Promoting sales of our products and services or demand, as well as
recruiting young talent through transparent conduct
Optimization of our fan page
We process special categories of personal data, if at all, only on the
basis of the following legal grounds:
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subject
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. e) GDPR: The data subject has manifestly made the
personal data public
The legal bases on which the platform operator bases the data
processing can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/legal_bases
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
If the data subjects are tracked by collecting their data, whether
through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or by storing
the IP address, the platform operator will obtain the consent of the
data subjects in advance.
In particular, the platform operator is obliged to inform the data
subjects for what purposes and on what legal basis the initial callup of a fan page also generates entries in the so-called local storage
for non-registered visitors and whether personal data of nonregistered visitors (e.g. IP address or other data that condense into
personal data) are also used to create profiles.
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data processing by the platform operator is permissible.
Purposes of data
processing

The data will be processed for the following purposes:
External presentation and advertising
Communication and data exchange
Event Management
Information on the purposes for which the platform operator
processes the data can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
We have no influence on the purposes for which the platform
operator actually uses the data. We also have no effective means of
control in this respect.

Storage period

The storage and deletion of the data is the duty of the platform
operator according to the agreement within the meaning of Art. 26
(1) GDPR. The information on this can be found in the following link:
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https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
We have no influence on how the platform operator determines the
regular deletion periods and in what way the data is deleted. We
also have no effective control options in this respect.
Recipient categories

Only our employees and service providers who manage our fan
page and require the data for the above-mentioned purposes have
access to the data we process. If the data subjects post their data
publicly on our fan page, it can be accessed by other registered and
possibly also non-registered visitors.
The categories of recipients to whom the platform operator
discloses the data or enables registered visitors to disclose their
data, as well as information on intra-group data exchange, can be
found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
We have no influence on the disclosure of data to the individual
recipients (categories) by the platform operator. We also have no
effective control options in this respect.

Data transfers to
third countries

If the data subjects post their data publicly on our fan page, it can
be accessed worldwide by other registered and possibly also nonregistered visitors.
In the context of the operation of our fan page, the data is also
processed by Facebook Inc. The associated data transfer to the USA
as a third country currently takes place due to technical necessity of
the data partially retrieved in the USA without an adequate level of
data protection.... Please note that due to the decision of the ECJ on
the invalidity of the Privacy Shield, the data transfer to the USA may
take place without an adequate level of data protection and we are
therefore currently working on a solution. If you nevertheless visit
our fan page, we would also like to expressly point out that your
fundamental rights under Articles 7, 8 and 47 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFR) are currently not
adequately taken into account in the USA.
The platform operator will transfer and store and otherwise process
the data in the United States, Ireland and any other country where
Facebook does business, regardless of the data subjects' residence.
Associated data transfers to third countries are secured by an
adequacy decision of the EU Commission pursuant to Art. 45 of the
GDPR or by appropriate safeguards pursuant to Art. 46 of the GDPR:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
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We have no influence on the data transfers made by the platform
operator to third countries. We also have no effective control
options in this respect.
Involved logic and
scope of profiling or
automated individual
decision-making
based on the
collected data

If the data subjects are tracked through the collection of their data,
whether through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or
through the storage of the IP address, the platform operator is
obliged to inform them of this in accordance with the agreement
within the meaning of Art. 26 (1) GDPR. In particular, the platform
operator is obliged to inform the data subjects of the purposes and
legal basis if, after calling up a sub-page within our fan page, a
session cookie and three cookies with lifetimes of between four
months and two years are stored.
The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation
https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/
https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.

Rights of the data
subjects

The joint controllers must grant the data subjects various rights
with regard to the processing of their data, which they can assert
directly against the platform operator on the basis of the
agreement within the meaning of Article 26 (1) of the GDPR:
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970
Data subjects have a right to information, correction or deletion of
personal data concerning them or a right to restriction of data
processing by the controller if certain conditions are met in
accordance with Art. 15 to Art. 18 of the GDPR. Data subjects also
have the right to revoke their consent to the processing of their
personal data at any time with effect for the future (Art. 7(3) GDPR).
They may also object to the further processing of their data, which
is based exclusively on the legitimate interest of the controller
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR (Art. 21 (1) GDPR), insofar as interests
worthy of protection in the exclusion of data processing arise from
their particular personal situation and there are no longer
compelling reasons worthy of protection for the controller to
continue processing the data. Insofar as personal data are processed
for the purpose of direct marketing, data subjects have the right to
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object to this processing at any time with effect for the future (Art.
21 (2) GDPR). If the data processing is based on the consent of the
data subject pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (a), Art. 9 (1) (a) of the GDPR or
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR on a contract with the data
subject, and is carried out with the aid of automated processes, the
data subjects may, pursuant to Art. 20 (1) of the GDPR, request to
receive the personal data stored about them in a structured,
common and machine-readable format, or to have it transferred to
a third party designated by the data subject.
In principle, data subjects have the right not to be subject to
automated individual decision-making pursuant to Art. 22(1) GDPR.
If such an automated individual decision is permissible pursuant to
Art. 22(2)(a) to (c) GDPR, data subjects are granted the following
rights pursuant to Art. 22(3) GDPR: right to express one's point of
view, right to object to an individual's intervention by the controller,
right to challenge the automated individual decision (right of
appeal).
Further information on this social network as well as other social
networks and how data subjects can protect their data can also be
found here: https://www.youngdata.de/.
Furthermore, data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with
a supervisory authority if they believe that the processing of their
personal data violates the General Data Protection Regulation, Art.
77 GDPR. The competent supervisory authority for the platform
operator is:
Data Protection Commission
21 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
2D02 RD28, Ireland
Web address: https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Contactus/b/11.htm
Web address: http://gdprandyou.ie/contact-us/

c) YouTube
Social network:

YouTube
We would like to point out that YouTube is merely another of
various options for contacting us or receiving information from us.

Person responsible
with whom the fan
page is jointly
operated ('platform
operator':

Google LLC1600
Amphitheatre Pkwy
Mountain View
CA, 94043 USA
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Data controller for individuals living within the European Union/EEA
and Switzerland:
Google Ireland Ltd.
Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4
Ireland
Contact details for
data protection:

The contact details for data protection can be found in this data
protection declaration or the data protection officer of the platform
operator can be contacted using the following web form:
https://support.google.com/policies/troubleshooter/7575787?hl=d
e

Categories of persons
concerned:

Both registered and unregistered visitors to our fan page on the
social network
We point out to the data subjects that they use YouTube and its
functions on their own responsibility. This applies in particular to
the use of the interactive functions (e.g. sharing, rating).

Categories of
personal data:

Data that we process from registered visitors to our fan page:
User ID under which you have registered, released profile data (e.g.
name details, profession, addresses, contact details, possibly also
special categories of personal data such as religious affiliation,
health data, etc.), data that arise when sharing content, exchanging
messages and communicating, data that are required as part of
contract processing at the request of registered visitors.), data that
arise when sharing content, exchanging messages and
communicating, data that are required in the context of processing
a contract at the request of registered visitors; otherwise, we only
process pseudonymised data such as statistics and insights into
how people interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and
other content provided via it (page activities, page views, "like"
votes, reach, general demographic, location and interest-related
information on age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of
the success and background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from non-registered visitors to our fan page:
Pseudonymised data such as statistics and insights into how people
interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and other
content provided via it (page activity, page views, "likes", reach,
general demographic, location and interest-related information on
age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of the success and
background of our advertisements.
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The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data that the platform operator processes about registered and
non-registered visitors to our fan page can be found in the following
link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Origin of the data

We receive the data from the data subjects directly or from the
platform operator.
Where the platform operator obtains the data of the data subjects
can be found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data collection by the platform operator is permissible.

Legal basis of the
data processing

We process the data on the following legal basis:
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subjects
If applicable, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR: Fulfilment of a contract with
the data subject or implementation of pre-contractual measures at
the request of the data subject.
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR legitimate interest
Simplification of communication and data exchange, in that the
existing communication channels, such as website, press releases,
print products and events, are usefully supplemented by the fan
page.
Promoting sales of our products and services or demand, as well as
recruiting young talent through transparent conduct and regular
contributions.
Optimisation of our fan page
We process special categories of personal data, if at all, only on the
basis of the following legal grounds:
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subject
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. e) GDPR: The data subject has manifestly made the
personal data public
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The legal bases on which the platform operator bases the data
processing can be found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
If the data subjects are tracked by collecting their data, whether
through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or by storing
the IP address, the platform operator will obtain the consent of the
data subjects in advance.
In particular, the platform operator is obliged to inform the data
subjects for what purposes and on what legal basis the initial callup of a fan page also generates entries in the so-called local storage
for non-registered visitors and whether personal data of nonregistered visitors (e.g. IP address or other data that condense into
personal data) are also used to create profiles.
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data processing by the platform operator is permissible.
Purposes of data
processing

The data will be processed for the following purposes:
External presentation and advertising
Communication and data exchange
Event Management
Information on the purposes for which the platform operator
processes the data can be found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
We have no influence on the purposes for which the platform
operator actually uses the data. We also have no effective means of
control in this respect.

Storage period

The storage and deletion of the data is the duty of the platform
operator. The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
We have no influence on how the platform operator determines the
regular deletion periods and in what way the data is deleted. We
also have no effective control options in this respect.

Recipient categories

Only our employees and service providers who manage our fan
page and require the data for the above-mentioned purposes have
access to the data we process. If the data subjects post their data
publicly on our fan page, it can be accessed by other registered and
possibly also non-registered visitors.
The categories of recipients to whom the platform operator
discloses the data or enables registered visitors to disclose their
data, as well as information on intra-group data exchange, can be
found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
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We have no influence on the disclosure of data to the individual
recipients
(categories) by the platform operator. We also have no effective
control options in this respect.
Data transfers to
third countries

If the data subjects post their data publicly on our fan page, it can
be accessed worldwide by other registered and possibly also nonregistered visitors.
In the context of the operation of our fan page, the data is also
processed by Google LLC. The associated data transfer to the USA as
a third country currently takes place due to technical necessity of
the data partially retrieved in the USA without an adequate level of
data protection.... Please note that due to the decision of the ECJ on
the invalidity of the Privacy Shield, the data transfer to the USA may
take place without an adequate level of data protection and we are
therefore currently working on a solution. If you nevertheless visit
our fan page, we would also like to expressly point out that your
fundamental rights under Articles 7, 8 and 47 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFR) are currently not
adequately taken into account in the USA.
The platform operator will transfer the data to the United States,
Ireland and any other country in which Google does business and
store and otherwise process it there, regardless of the residence of
the data subjects. Associated data transfers to third countries are
secured by an adequacy decision of the EU Commission pursuant to
Art. 45 of the GDPR or by appropriate safeguards pursuant to Art. 46
of the GDPR:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
We have no influence on the data transfers made by the platform
operator to third countries. We also have no effective control
options in this respect.

Involved logic and
scope of profiling or
automated individual
decision-making
based on the
collected data

If the data subjects are tracked through the collection of their data,
whether through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or
through the storage of the IP address, the platform operator is
obliged to inform them of this in accordance with the agreement
within the meaning of Art. 26 (1) GDPR. In particular, the platform
operator is obliged to inform the data subjects of the purposes and
legal basis if, after calling up a sub-page within our fan page,
session cookies with different lifetimes, among other things, are
stored.
The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://policies.google.com/privacy/update?hl=de&gl=de
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
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We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Rights of the data
subjects

Joint controllers must grant data subjects various rights regarding
the processing of their data, which they can assert directly against
the platform operator:
https://support.google.com/policies/troubleshooter/7575787?visit
_id=636832497483186206-2169122297&hl=de&rd=2
Data subjects have a right to information, correction or deletion of
personal data concerning them or a right to restriction of data
processing by the controller if certain conditions are met in
accordance with Art. 15 to Art. 18 of the GDPR. Data subjects also
have the right to revoke their consent to the processing of their
personal data at any time with effect for the future (Art. 7(3) GDPR).
They may also object to the further processing of their data, which
is based exclusively on the legitimate interest of the controller
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR (Art. 21 (1) GDPR), insofar as interests
worthy of protection in the exclusion of data processing arise from
their particular personal situation and there are no longer
compelling reasons worthy of protection for the controller to
continue processing the data. Insofar as personal data are processed
for the purpose of direct marketing, data subjects have the right to
object to this processing at any time with effect for the future (Art.
21 (2) GDPR). If the data processing is based on the consent of the
data subject pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (a), Art. 9 (1) (a) of the GDPR or
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR on a contract with the data
subject, and is carried out with the aid of automated processes, the
data subjects may, pursuant to Art. 20 (1) of the GDPR, request to
receive the personal data stored about them in a structured,
common and machine-readable format, or to have it transferred to
a third party designated by the data subject.
In principle, data subjects have the right not to be subject to
automated individual decision-making pursuant to Art. 22(1) GDPR.
If such an automated individual decision is permissible pursuant to
Art. 22(2)(a) to (c) GDPR, data subjects are granted the following
rights pursuant to Art. 22(3) GDPR: right to express one's point of
view, right to object to an individual's intervention by the controller,
right to challenge the automated individual decision (right of
appeal).
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Further information on this social network as well as other social
networks and how data subjects can protect their data can also be
found here: https://www.youngdata.de/.
Furthermore, data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with
a supervisory authority if they believe that the processing of their
personal data violates the General Data Protection Regulation, Art.
77 GDPR. The competent supervisory authority for the platform
operator is:
Data Protection Commission
21 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
2D02 RD28, Ireland
Web address: https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Contactus/b/11.htm
Web address: http://gdprandyou.ie/contact-us/

d) LinkedIn
Social network:

LinkedIn: https://de.linkedin.com/
We would like to point out that LinkedIn is merely another of
various options for contacting us or receiving information from us.

Responsible party
with whom our
LinkedIn account ('fan
page') is jointly
operated ('Platform
Operator'):

LinkedIn Corporation, 1000 W. Maude Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94085
USA

In an agreement
pursuant to Art. 26 (1)
of the GDPR, it was
determined between
the joint controllers
who fulfils which
obligation pursuant
to the GDPR

The platform operator shall make the essential contents of this
agreement available to the data subjects:
https://legal.linkedin.com/pages-joint-controller-addendum

Contact details for
data protection:

The contact details for data protection can be found in this privacy
policy.

Data controller for individuals living in the European Union (EU) and
the European Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland:
LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company
Wilton Place
Dublin 2
Ireland
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The platform operator's data protection officer can be contacted at
the following web form
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/ask/TSO-DPO or at the
following address:
Jonathan Adams
Senior Privacy Counsel
LinkedIn Corporation
Legal Department – Privacy
1000 W. Maude Ave.
Sunnyvale, California 94085
Categories of persons
concerned:

Both registered and unregistered visitors to our fan page on the
social network
We point out to the data subjects that they use LinkedIn and its
functions on their own responsibility. This applies in particular to
the use of the interactive functions (e.g. sharing, rating).

Categories of
personal data:

Data that we process from registered visitors to our fan page:
User ID or user name under which the data subjects have registered,
released profile data (name, email address, telephone number),
ProFinder profile data, education, work experience, salary
expectations, photo, location data, knowledge and knowledge
confirmations, professional achievements (e.g. granting of patents,
professional recognition, projects), possibly also special categories
of personal data such as religious affiliation, health data etc., data
arising from content sharing, messaging and communication, data
required in the context of contract initiation, execution at the
request of registered visitors, other data and content freely
published, provided, disseminated, posted or uploaded by data
subjects on LinkedIn or via their LinkedIn account.
Otherwise, we only process pseudonymised data such as statistics
and insights into how people interact with our fan page, the posts,
pages, videos and other content provided via it (page activities, page
views, "like" votes, reach, general demographic, location and
interest-related information on age, gender, country, city,
language), evaluations of the success and background of our
advertisements.
The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from non-registered visitors to our fan page:
Pseudonymised data such as statistics and insights into how people
interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and other
content provided via it (page activity, page views, "likes", reach,
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general demographic, location and interest-related information on
age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of the success and
background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from our website visitors:
By integrating the LinkedIn button (pure link) on our website, no IP
addresses of our website visitors are transmitted to the platform
operator.
Data that the platform operator processes about registered and
non-registered visitors to our fan page can be found in the following
link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Origin of the data

We receive the data from the data subjects directly or from the
platform operator.
Where the platform operator obtains the data of the data subjects
can be found in the following link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data collection by the platform operator is permissible.

Legal basis of the
data processing

We process the data on the following legal basis:
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subjects
If applicable, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR: Fulfilment of a contract with
the data subject or implementation of pre-contractual measures at
the request of the data subject.
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR legitimate interest
Simplification of communication and data exchange, in that the
existing communication channels, such as website, press releases,
print products and events, are usefully supplemented by the fan
page.
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Promoting sales of our products and services or demand as well as
recruiting young talent through transparent conduct and regular
contributions to
Optimisation of our fan page
We process special categories of personal data, if at all, only on the
basis of the following legal grounds:
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subject
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. e) GDPR: The data subject has manifestly made the
personal data public
The legal bases on which the platform operator bases the data
processing can be found in the following link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data processing by the platform operator is permissible.
Purposes of data
processing

We process the data for the following purposes:
External presentation and advertising
Communication and data exchange
Event Management
If necessary, contract initiation and execution
Information on the purposes for which the platform operator
processes the data can be found in the following link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
We have no influence on the purposes for which the platform
operator actually uses the data. We also have no effective means of
control in this respect.

Storage period

The storage and deletion of the data is the duty of the platform
operator. The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
We have no influence on how the platform operator determines the
regular deletion periods and in what way the data is deleted. We
also have no effective control options in this respect.

Recipient categories

Only our employees and service providers who manage our fan
page and require the data for the above-mentioned purposes have
access to the data we process. If the data subjects post their data
publicly on our fan page, it can be accessed by other registered and
possibly also non-registered visitors.
The categories of recipients to whom the platform operator
discloses the data or enables registered visitors to disclose their
data, as well as information on intra-group data exchange, can be
found in the following link:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
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We have no influence on the disclosure of data to the individual
recipients (categories) by the platform operator. We also have no
effective control options in this respect.
Data transfers to
third countries

If the data subjects post their data publicly on our fan page, it can
be accessed worldwide by other registered and possibly also nonregistered visitors.
As part of the operation of our fan page, the data is processed by
the LinkedIn Corporation. The associated data transfer to the USA as
a third country currently takes place due to the technical necessity
of the data partially retrieved in the USA without an adequate level
of data protection. The legal basis is the EU Standard Contract 2010
in accordance with Art. 46 Para. 2 lit. c GDPR in conjunction with the
decision of the EU Commission of 05.02.2010 (2010/87/EU).
Additional measures to ensure greater protection of personal data
and effective legal protection for data subjects are currently being
prepared.
The Platform Operator will transfer and store and otherwise process
the data in the United States, Ireland and any other country in
which the Platform Operator conducts business, regardless of the
residence of the data subjects.
Associated data transfers to third countries are secured by an
adequacy decision of the EU Commission pursuant to Art. 45 of the
GDPR or by appropriate safeguards pursuant to Art. 46 of the GDPR:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/62533?trk=micro
sites-frontend_legal_privacy-policy&lang=de
https://privacy.linkedin.com/de-de/GDPR
We have no influence on the data transfers made by the platform
operator to third countries. We also have no effective control
options in this respect.

Involved logic and
scope of profiling or
automated individual
decision-making
based on the
collected data

If the data subjects are tracked by the collection of their data,
whether through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or
through the storage of the IP address, the platform operator is
obliged to inform them of this. The information on this can be
found in the following links:
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/cookie-policy
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/3566?trk=microsi
tes-frontend_legal_privacy-policy&lang=de
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/68763?trk=micro
sites-frontend_legal_privacy-policy&lang=de
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
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We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Rights of the data
subjects

Joint controllers must grant data subjects various rights regarding
the processing of their data, which they can assert directly against
the platform operator:
Data subjects have a right to information, correction or deletion of
personal data concerning them or a right to restriction of data
processing by the controller if certain conditions are met in
accordance with Art. 15 to Art. 18 of the GDPR. Data subjects also
have the right to revoke their consent to the processing of their
personal data at any time with effect for the future (Art. 7(3) GDPR).
They may also object to the further processing of their data, which
is based exclusively on the legitimate interest of the controller
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR (Art. 21 (1) GDPR), insofar as interests
worthy of protection in the exclusion of data processing arise from
their particular personal situation and there are no longer
compelling reasons worthy of protection for the controller to
continue processing the data. Insofar as personal data are processed
for the purpose of direct marketing, data subjects have the right to
object to this processing at any time with effect for the future (Art.
21 (2) GDPR). If the data processing is based on the consent of the
data subject pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (a), Art. 9 (1) (a) of the GDPR or
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR on a contract with the data
subject, and is carried out with the aid of automated processes, the
data subjects may, pursuant to Art. 20 (1) of the GDPR, request to
receive the personal data stored about them in a structured,
common and machine-readable format, or to have it transferred to
a third party designated by the data subject.
In principle, data subjects have the right not to be subject to
automated individual decision-making pursuant to Art. 22(1) GDPR.
If such an automated individual decision is permissible pursuant to
Art. 22(2)(a) to (c) GDPR, data subjects are granted the following
rights pursuant to Art. 22(3) GDPR: right to express one's point of
view, right to object to an individual's intervention by the controller,
right to challenge the automated individual decision (right of
appeal).
Data subjects can find information on the available personalisation
and data protection setting options here (with further references):
https://privacy.linkedin.com/de-de/faq
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https://privacy.linkedin.com/de-de/einstellungen
Further information on this social network as well as other social
networks and how data subjects can protect their data can also be
found here: https://www.youngdata.de/.
Furthermore, data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with
a supervisory authority if they believe that the processing of their
personal data violates the General Data Protection Regulation, Art.
77 GDPR. The competent supervisory authority for the platform
operator is:
Data Protection Commission
21 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
2D02 RD28, Ireland
Web address: https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Contactus/b/11.htm
Web address: http://gdprandyou.ie/contact-us/

e) Xing
Social network:

Xing: https://www.xing.com
We would like to point out that Xing is merely another of various
options for contacting us or receiving information from us.

Responsible party
with whom our Xing
account ('fan page') is
jointly operated
('Platform Operator'):

XING SE, Dammtorstraße 30, 20354 Hamburg, Germany

Contact details for
data protection:

The contact details for data protection can be found in this privacy
policy.
The platform operator's data protection officer can be contacted at
the following web form
https://www.xing.com/settings/privacy/data/disclosure or at the
following address:
Xing SE
Dammtorstrasse 30
20354 Hamburg
Germany
Tel.: +49 40 419 131-0
Fax: +49 40 419 131-11
E-mail: info@xing.com
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Categories of persons
concerned:

Visitors to our fan page who are registered on the social network as
well as those who are not registered.
We point out to the data subjects that they use Xing and its
functions on their own responsibility. This applies in particular to
the use of the interactive functions (e.g. sharing, rating).

Categories of
personal data:

Data that we process from registered visitors to our fan page:
User ID or user name under which the data subjects have registered,
released profile data (name, e-mail address, telephone number),
ProFinder profile data, education, work experience, salary
expectations, photo, location data, knowledge and knowledge
confirmations, professional achievements (e.g. granting of patents,
professional recognition, projects), possibly also special categories
of personal data such as religious affiliation, health data etc., data
arising from the sharing of content, exchange of messages and
communication, data required in the context of initiating or
executing a contract at the request of registered visitors, other data
and content freely published, provided, disseminated, posted or
uploaded by the data subjects on Xing or via their Xing account.
Otherwise, we only process pseudonymised data such as statistics
and insights into how people interact with our fan page, the posts,
pages, videos and other content provided via it (page activities, page
views, "like" votes, reach, general demographic, location and
interest-related information on age, gender, country, city,
language), evaluations of the success and background of our
advertisements.
The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from non-registered visitors to our fan page:
Pseudonymised data such as statistics and insights into how people
interact with our fan page, the posts, pages, videos and other
content provided via it (page activity, page views, "likes", reach,
general demographic, location and interest-related information on
age, gender, country, city, language), evaluations of the success and
background of our advertisements.
The pseudonymised data cannot be merged by us with the
corresponding assignment feature (e.g. name details). This means
that it is not possible for us to identify individual visitors, who
therefore remain anonymous for us.
Data we process from our website visitors:
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By integrating the Xing button (pure link) on our website, no IP
addresses of our website visitors are transmitted to the platform
operator.
Data that the platform operator processes about registered and
non-registered visitors to our fan page can be found in the following
link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective control options.
Origin of the data

We receive the data from the data subjects directly or from the
platform operator.
Where the platform operator obtains the data of the data subjects
can be found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data collection by the platform operator is permissible.

Legal basis of the
data processing

We process the data on the following legal basis:
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subjects
If applicable, Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) GDPR: Fulfilment of a contract with
the data subject or implementation of pre-contractual measures at
the request of the data subject.
Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR legitimate interest
Simplification of communication and data exchange, in that the
existing communication channels, such as website, press releases,
print products and events, are usefully supplemented by the fan
page.
Promoting sales of our products and services or demand as well as
recruiting young talent through transparent conduct and regular
contributions to
Optimisation of our fan page
We process special categories of personal data, if at all, only on the
basis of the following legal grounds:
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. a) GDPR: Consent of the data subject
Art. 9 para. 2 lit. e) GDPR: The data subject has manifestly made the
personal data public
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The legal bases on which the platform operator bases the data
processing can be found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
We have no influence or effective means of control over whether
the data processing by the platform operator is permissible.
Purposes of data
processing

We process the data for the following purposes:
External presentation and advertising
Communication and data exchange
Event Management
If necessary, contract initiation and execution
Information on the purposes for which the platform operator
processes the data can be found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
We have no influence on the purposes for which the platform
operator actually uses the data. We also have no effective means of
control in this respect.

Storage period

The storage and deletion of the data is the duty of the platform
operator. The information on this can be found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
We have no influence on how the platform operator determines the
regular deletion periods and in what way the data is deleted. We
also have no effective control options in this respect.

Recipient categories

Only our employees and service providers who manage our fan
page and require the data for the above-mentioned purposes have
access to the data we process. If the data subjects post their data
publicly on our fan page, it can be accessed by other registered and
possibly also non-registered visitors.
The categories of recipients to whom the platform operator
discloses the data or enables registered visitors to disclose their
data, as well as information on intra-group data exchange, can be
found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
We have no influence on the disclosure of data to the individual
recipients (categories) by the platform operator. We also have no
effective control options in this respect.

Data transfers to
third countries

If the data subjects post their data publicly on our fan page, it can
be accessed worldwide by other registered and possibly also nonregistered visitors.

Involved logic and
scope of profiling or

If the data subjects are tracked through the collection of their data,
whether through the use of cookies or comparable techniques or
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automated individual
decision-making
based on the
collected data

through the storage of the IP address, the platform operator is
obliged to inform them of this. The information on this can be
found in the following link:
https://privacy.xing.com/de/datenschutzerklaerung
The platform operator may use various analysis tools for evaluation.
We have no influence on the use of such tools by the platform
operator and have not been informed about such potential use. If
tools of this kind are used by the platform operator for our fan page,
we have neither commissioned nor approved this nor supported it
in any other way. We are also not provided with the data obtained
during the analysis. Moreover, we have no possibility to prevent or
stop the use of such tools on our fan page, nor do we have any other
effective means of control.

Rights of the data
subjects

Joint controllers must grant data subjects various rights regarding
the processing of their data, which they can assert directly against
the platform operator:
Data subjects have a right to information, correction or deletion of
personal data concerning them or a right to restriction of data
processing by the controller if certain conditions are met in
accordance with Art. 15 to Art. 18 of the GDPR. Data subjects also
have the right to revoke their consent to the processing of their
personal data at any time with effect for the future (Art. 7(3) GDPR).
They may also object to the further processing of their data, which
is based exclusively on the legitimate interest of the controller
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR (Art. 21 (1) GDPR), insofar as interests
worthy of protection in the exclusion of data processing arise from
their particular personal situation and there are no longer
compelling reasons worthy of protection for the controller to
continue processing the data. Insofar as personal data are processed
for the purpose of direct marketing, data subjects have the right to
object to this processing at any time with effect for the future (Art.
21 (2) GDPR). If the data processing is based on the consent of the
data subject pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (a), Art. 9 (1) (a) of the GDPR or
pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR on a contract with the data
subject, and is carried out with the aid of automated processes, the
data subjects may, pursuant to Art. 20 (1) of the GDPR, request to
receive the personal data stored about them in a structured,
common and machine-readable format, or to have it transferred to
a third party designated by the data subject.
In principle, data subjects have the right not to be subject to
automated individual decision-making pursuant to Art. 22(1) GDPR.
If such an automated individual decision is permissible pursuant to
Art. 22(2)(a) to (c) GDPR, data subjects are granted the following
rights pursuant to Art. 22(3) GDPR: right to express one's point of
view, right to object to an individual's intervention by the controller,
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right to challenge the automated individual decision (right of
appeal).
Furthermore, data subjects have the right to lodge a complaint with
a supervisory authority if they believe that the processing of their
personal data violates the General Data Protection Regulation, Art.
77 GDPR. The competent supervisory authority for the platform
operator is:
The Hamburg Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of
Information
Ludwig-Erhard-Str 22, 7th floor
20459 Hamburg
Tel.: 040 / 428 54 – 4040
Fax: 040 / 428 54 – 4000
E-mail: mailbox@datenschutz.hamburg.de

Online services for children
Persons under the age of 16 may not submit personal data to us or give consent without the
consent of a parent or guardian. We encourage parents and guardians to actively participate in
their children's online activities and interests.
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